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things were pretty clear to me in looking over past issues: 1) in at least a couple of cases, my predecessors
spoke of writing their column in the Spring and some
mentioned that this was their last column, and 2) many
of the past half dozen columns were written by people
whom I have known to be heavily involved in other contexts. These two observations do indeed help focus my
thoughts and motivate this column.

Russ Wolfinger is the 2000 Chair
of the Statistical Computing Section.
Dear Computing Section Members,
Greetings, and I hope things are going well for you this
summer. The new century promises to be an exciting
one for us as computing continues to be an ever increasing part of our profession. Intelligently blending statistical expertise with cutting-edge software and hardware
technology will be crucial to our success.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Ed Wegman is the 2000 Chair of
the Statistical Graphics Section.
Here is all the exciting news that
he has from the section.
Precedent is sometimes a wonderful thing, it helps calibrate you and focus thoughts. Nonetheless, I often try to
ignore precedent, especially when doing research. The
current Department of Defense jargon for this is ”thinking out of the box.” Precedent can also be a bad thing
because it can align thought in traditional ways and suppress innovation. However, when I was asked to write
the ”Word from Our Chairs” column for the Statistical Computing and Graphics Newsletter, I thought I had
better see what my predecessors had said. A couple of
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CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

By Michael Friendly
R E -V ISION n. ri-’vizh-en (ca. 1611) 1.
To see again, possibly from a new perspective; syn: review, reconsideration, reexamination, retrospection. 2. An act of revising;
syn: rewrite, alteration, transformation.
Readers of Tufte, 1983 and Wainer, (1997c) have become acquainted with some early developments in the
history of statistical graphics by Playfair, Florence
Nightingale, and others. The “others” include Charles
Joseph Minard, whose “Carte figurative des pertes successives en hommes de l’Armee Français dans la campagne de Russe 1812-1813” (or the “Napoleon’s March
on Moscow” graphic) is, as some have claimed, “the
best graphic ever produced” (Tufte, 1983).
This graph (Figure 1) shows the catastrophic loss of life
in Napoleon’s Grand Army. The diminishing size of
the army, initially 422,000 strong (including conscripts
from his empire), is shown by the width of a steadily
diminishing line, overlaid on the map of Russia, ending with 10,000 returning at the end of the campaign.
A subscripted graph of declining temperature over the
Russian winter shows the brutal conditions which accompanied the soldiers on their terrible retreat. This
graphic, as Marey (1878) put it, seemed to defy the pen
of the historian by its brutal eloquence.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 13
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Statistical graphics is an exciting research area
with new ideas, new tools and new displays, but
that doesn’t mean it isn’t instructive to go back
and look at what graphics were drawn in the
past.
Michael Friendly (who is the webmaster
of the splendid Gallery of Data Visualization hotspur.psych.yorku.ca/SCS/Gallery/ ) has taken
a fresh look at the work of Minard, author of the famous
Napoleonic graphic and points out that there is a lot we
can learn from him. Graham Wills’ regular column also
looks back with profit, but in a different way, he looks
back at one of the basics of graphics: the axes. It is
surprising how often it is instructive to resonsider what
we have taken for granted in the light of new technical
developments.
Statisticians tend to do their work in backrooms and
the process of statistical modelling has not been something that is easy to convey to others. Two articles
in this issue describe software developments which offer more insight and contribute to making our analyses more accessible to others. Stephan Lauer describes
his TURNER package for exploring tabular data. The
emphasis here is not on sophisticated modelling, but
on providing flexible, interactive tools to carry out initial analyses swiftly and elegantly. Iris Pigeot and her
group work primarily on the mathematical properties
of statistical models, but have in parallel been concerned with software to implement their ideas in practice. Whereas in the past applied statisticians talked
of the importance of blending theory and practice, we
should now be thinking of the value of blending theory, practice and implementation in software. Each
offers a different, complementary view of our subject.
Antony Unwin
Editor, Statistical Graphics Section
Universität Augsburg
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We hope to be presenting the newsletter more regularly,
and a passage to an all electronic version will definitely
make this task easier. Especially as dealing with all
sorts of color graphics inserted into 8 different formats
is proving to be quite a challenge.
On a similar subject, have you asked yourself recently how you could make slide shows that include both lots of latex and lots of figures? Some
good solutions are now available via Ppower4,
(http://www-sp.iti.informatik.tudarmstadt.de/software/ppower4/) a small
java package which makes plain latex files into nice
pdf slide shows using pdflatex, our next installment
will review this and other methods of producing laptop
projection talks.
We will be collecting useful resources for statistical
computing and graphics in the electronic version of the
newsletter, so we will be happy for your suggestions and
favorite sites to add to our list.

Susan Holmes
Editor, Statistical Computing Section
Statistics, Stanford University
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Let me introduce myself, as the new newsletter editor, I
am happy that you are reading our first volume for 2000.
My name is Susan Holmes, and although that doesn’t
sound so French, I am actually a French citizen and even
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As you will notice in the next few newsletters, I am very interested both in teaching with the web,
(see http://wwwstat.stanford.edu/˜susan/surprise/ for
some graphical applets for teaching probability), and
using matlab and Splus even in elementary classes.

Finally, a big thank you to Mark Hansen for
making the transition as painless as possible.

unwin@uni-augsburg.de
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a French civil servant (from INRA, Montpellier). I have
been interested in statistical computing and exploratory
data analysis since my student days in France, I am one
of the founding members of a French organisation (MIRAGE) for promoting “Exploratory Data Analysis” in
Europe. I have spent alot of my time during the last
7 years in the US, where I was first invited by Jerry
Friedman to teach a course in Computational Statistics
at Stanford. Since then I have taught at Stanford, where
I am currently, after spending time at Cornell, MIT and
Harvard.
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susan@stat.stanford.edu
www-stat.stanford.edu/˜susan/
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Your membership and active participation in the section
is an important way you can play a role in and stay
informed about the latest new developments. Please
encourage your computing-minded colleagues to join
the section, and feel free to contact us at any time
with your ideas; details are on our web page at wwwstat.montclair.edu/asascs/.
Also, please mark your JSM calendar for 7 pm Monday, August 14, for our annual fun-filled mixer, which
includes great food and door prizes!
Thanks for being a part of one of the
largest and most active sections in the ASA!
Russ Wolfinger
SAS Inst Inc
SAS Campus Dr R-52
Cary, NC 27513



Russ.Wolfinger@sas.com

Jim Rosenberger was the 1999
Chair of the Statistical Computing
Section. Here is his year-end note
to our members.
I’m writing my final column for the year, 1999, which
marks the end of the decade, the end of the century,
and the end of the millennium – unless that all happens at the end of next year. The computing profession demonstrated far too little confidence in the importance and permanence of their work by creating code
which threatened the Y2K debacle. Year 2001 with Hal
speaking to us was actually close on target to how we
will relate to computers.
Year end is a good time to thank the officers and many
volunteers who worked so hard to make our section activities contribute to the mission of the ASA. First, I
need to thank Mark Hansen, who has contributed well
beyond the call of duty this year. He has edited the
newsletter beyond his term, and as program chair, organized an exciting set of sessions for the joint statistical
meeting in Baltimore. You will see more of his creative

efforts in the coming years as he is incoming chair-elect
of our section. We also need to thank Susan Holmes for
accepting the Newsletter editorship mid year. Look for
changes in the forthcoming issues.
I also want to highlight some of the achievements this
year, beginning with the establishment of the John M.
Chambers Statistical Software Award, established with
the generous gift of $10,000 donated by John Chambers to endow this prize. John proposed this prize after
receiving the ACM Software System Award with the citation: “For The S System, which has forever altered
how people analyze, visualize, and manipulate data.”
The first entries for this new statistical software prize
will be received in early 2000, and we anticipate annual
competitions for this statistical software award. See the
section web page for details.
The Best Student Paper Award 1999:
Special thanks go to Lionel Galway who has again most
efficiently coordinated the selection of the best student paper awards, which were presented at the statistical computing and statistical graphics mixer in Baltimore. The 1999 winners were: Alexandre Bureau, UCBerkeley; Ilya Gluhohvsky, Stanford; Peter D. Hoff,
Univ. Wisconsin-Madison; and Muhammad Jalaluddin,
Univ. Wisconsin-Madison. They received a plaque and
travel award up to $1,000. at the JSM for their excellent
work.
The Best Contributed Paper and Best Presentation
Award:
Another means of recognizing notable work was established by our section and initiated just this year – the
selection of the best contributed paper and presentation
during the Joint Statistical Meetings (JSM). The Best
Contributed Paper submitted was awarded to Christopher Raphael of U Mass. for his paper: ”A Probabilistic Expert System for Automatic Musical Accompaniment” and the honorable mention went to Jennifer
Pittman of Penn State for: ”Adaptive Splines and Genetic Algorithms.” They each received a plaque and
small cash prize. The selection of the Best Presentation was based on surveys distributed during the session
and tallied by the awards officer and the program chair.
The 1999 winner has been selected and the awards will
be presented at the 2000 JSM to Professor Ron Randles
from the University of Florida for ”A Simpler, AffineInvariant Multivariate Distribution-Free Sign Test.”
Continuing Education:
I want to also thank Ranjan Maitra and John Miller,
the Continuing Education Liaisons, for their excellent
worked in organizing the continuing education programs for the section. Three jointly sponsored proVol.11 No.1
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grams were presented at the JSM in Baltimore this year.
Attendance was excellent at the course on ”Regression
Graphics,” by Professor R. Dennis Cook. The courses
on ”Statistical Shape Analysis,” by Professors Ian Dryden and Kanti Mardia and on ”Stochastic Optimization and the Simultaneous Perturbation Algorithm,” by
James Spall were also successful.
The ASA is enhancing the on-line services provided
to sections and committees, and I want to recognize
the efforts of Tom Devlin on behalf of our section for
his work, both in maintaining and improving our Web
page (www.amstat.org/sections/ ) and assisting with the new enhancements on the ASA home page.
He represents our section as the Electronic Communication Liaison with the ASA office.
Several issues which need to be addressed in the coming
year regard impacts on how we budget for the section.
In the past our section published the proceedings from
our very successful sessions at the ASA JSM, and they
were financially very successful. In 1997 the ASA office decided to publish all proceedings on a cost sharing
basis, which meant sharing the cost and benefits from
the proceedings published by large and small sections.
This has resulted in a sharp decrease in income for our
section. As a result, we will need to consider a dues
increase this coming year to offset this loss of income,
if we wish to continue the many activities we are engaged in. However, since a major expense is the printing and mailing of our newsletter, an alternative strategy
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First, let me indicate that I am immensely pleased to
serve as the 2000 Chair of the Statistical Graphics Section. Members of the Statistical Graphics and the Statistical Computing sections of ASA must surely be among
the most innovative and forward looking members of
ASA. I believe the face of statistics is changing with the
continuing infusion of high technology, computing, and
networking, and the consequent change in characteristics of data. Not only are the scale and dimension of
data changing, but indeed the very data types and structures are changing. Members of the Statistical Graphics and Statistical Computing sections surely are among
the members of ASA who recognize this most clearly.
Our members are statisticians who address this changing character from both a research and an applications
Statistical Computing & Statistical Graphics Newsletter

As a final plea to the section, I want to encourage members to volunteer for the many jobs and positions which
need to be filled in the coming years. Often simply
volunteering as a session chair is a good way to begin.
Suggesting topics and volunteering to organize sessions
is helpful for young academics. If you would like to
participate, please send an email to me as past-chair, to
chair-elect Mark Hansen, or the current chair, Russell
Wolfinger, during the coming year.
It is exciting to see the many changes occurring in
how computing is being transformed. Web based,
server based, and distributed computing paradigms
are providing new challenges to software users and
providers.
With data sets mushrooming in size,
and storage often distributed across the network,
many new considerations beyond the traditional issues of numerical stability, need to be addressed.
Privacy, security, human-computer interfaces, and
distributed computing strategies will provide many
new challenges for the section for years to come.
James L. Rosenberger, Past–Chair,
Statistical Computing Section,



JLR@stat.psu.edu

perspective. I have always been pleased to count myself in the company of such innovators and I am consequently most pleased to find myself in a leadership role
for this group in the dawn of the new Millennium.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
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might be to move entirely to an on-line distribution of
the newsletter. This is a decision we need to address
during the coming year.

Vol.11 No.1

One fact that is noticeable, and perhaps troubling, is the
decline in membership of the Statistical Graphics section. This phenomenon is not limited to the Statistical
Graphics section. The IASC has also noted a decline in
membership. Attendance at the Interface meetings was
at an all time high in 1988 and 1991 at approximately
410 attendees and has been substantially less recently,
averaging 330 in the late 1990s. I conjecture that this
phenomenon is not unexpected as the number of meetings in related areas such as data mining and knowledge
discovery, computer graphics, and visualization proliferate. It is natural for innovators to exercise their curiosity and explore allied fields. Given the time pressures I
suspect most of us experience, it is natural to invest effort with the most perceived benefit. However, the cost
of membership in Statistical Graphics (and Statistical

Computing) is modest. I strongly urge all members to
stay engaged with the core discipline area, remain members of the section, and, indeed, participate in and contribute to the activities of the section.
This brings me to the observation that many of the
people who have had past leadership roles in Statistical Graphics and/or Statistical Computing sections have
been so thoroughly engaged in other leadership roles as
well. Jim Rosenberger, for example, was not only the
1999 Chair of Statistical Computing Section, but also
serves the Chair of the Journal of Computational and
Graphical Statistics management committee, served as
a rotator at NSF, served on the Board of Directors of
Interface, and was program co-chair for Interface ’95.
Mike Meyer, the 1998 Chair of Statistical Graphics,
also was the main force behind StatLib and served as
the program co-chair for Interface ’95. Sally Morton,
the 1997 Chair of Statistical Graphics, also served on
the Interface Board of Directors and was co-chair of
Interface 2000. Sallie Keller-McNulty, the 1996 Chair
of Statistical Computing, also served as Program Chair
for ASA in JSM ’97, serves as a Board member for
ASA, served on the Interface Board of Directors, and
was co-chair of Interface 2000. David Scott who was
Program Chair for ASA in JSM ’98, also serves as President of Interface, was program chair for Interface ’97,
serves on the Board for IASC, and has recently become
editor-elect for JCGS. I am both grateful for and inspired by the energy and dedication of these individuals.
Nonetheless, the section always needs new energy and
new ideas. I urge section members to become involved
in the leadership of the section. Make your desire to participate known to me or any of the other officers. Not
only is participation in the section a great way to help
the section and ASA, but it is a great way to gain visibility and enhance your career. Believe me, the leadership
is eager for new participants.

for the newsletter, one in the Spring, one in the Fall.
I rather suspect I will only be able to write one. The
newsletter depends on contributions. In reviewing past
submissions, I am amazed at the interesting variety and
substantial content of the material submitted. I strongly
encourage all of our innovators to consider submitting
an article to the newsletter. Consider that a paper submitted to JCGS will be seen by most of the subscribers,
perhaps about 1000. A paper submitted to the newsletter, will be seen by most of the section members, more
than 3000 total. Exposing your ideas to a broad audience is important, and the newsletter is the way to
go. Bear in mind also, the newsletter publishes color
graphics in virtually every issue. So consider submitting something to the Statistical Computing and Graphics Newsletter. Perhaps, I’ll get to write a second column after all.
I want to finish by acknowledging the winners of
the elections to take office on January 1 of the year
2001. Stephen G. Eick of Visual Insights, will take
office as Chair-elect, Mario Peruggia of the Ohio
State University will take office as Program Chairelect, Thomas Lumley of the University of Washington will be the Secretary/Treasurer, Graham Wills of
Bell Laboratories will be the new Publications Officer,
and Charles B. Roosen of MathSoft, Inc. will be the
representative to the Council of Sections for the period 2001-2003. Congratulations to all of these folks.
Ed Wegman
Center for Computational Statistics
George Mason University, MS 4A7
4400 University Drive
Fairfax, VA 22030-4444 USA
ewegman@gmu.edu

Statistics Web Page
http://www.galaxy.gmu.edu
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My other observation is that many of the section chairs
in the past have had an opportunity to write two columns
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by Stephan Lauer
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Two-dimensional static contingency tables are well
known and a widespread tool for the analysis of dis-

crete data. Turning the tables from concise presentation of categorical data into a genuine interactive tool
of analysis makes maximum use of the computer power
now available and offers new ways of gaining insight
into data.
The strict separation of presentation and active work
(which eventually leads to results that have to be presented) also increases flexibility and user-friendliness.
However, for the final presentation and/or publication
of the results some extra efforts are required. Take the
Vol.11 No.1
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following as an example: we want to display the counts
of a two-dimensional contingency table in percent per
row. The most intuitive would be to add the percentages
underneath the counts, see table 1. Rows are levels of
VoteC and columns are levels of Phone82C.
Did not Influenced No 1st No opin.
No opin.
7
1
1
0
77.8
11.1
11.1
0.0
1.1
0.4
1.2
0.0
0.7
0.1
0.1
0.0
Def not
11
3
34
1
22.4
6.1
69.4
2.0
1.7
1.2
41.5
6.7
1.1
0.3
3.4
0.1
Prob not
28
12
7
2
57.1
24.5
14.3
4.1
4.2
5.0
8.5
13.3
2.8
1.2
0.7
0.2
Prob vote
111
46
15
3
63.4
26.3
8.6
1.7
16.8
19.1
18.3
20.0
11.1
4.6
1.5
0.3
Vote def
505
179
25
9
70.3
24.9
3.5
1.3
76.3
74.3
30.5
60.0
50.5
17.9
2.5
0.9
Table 1 : The standard method for displaying percentages: additional entries for each of the cells. Each cell
contains counts, percent per row, percent per column,
percent total.
The display becomes both highly information loaded

and overcrowded. The reader can hardly make use of
the additional information since it requires extra effort
to retrieve the information from the display. Nevertheless, when space is scarce and the medium is static, this
figure presents a capable picture of the data from various points of view. Figure 1 shows how an interactive
implementation could look like.
Clicking the percent symbol in the upper left corner of
the table (or the blank space at this location) toggles the
display from counts to the most recently used percentage, here percent by row. If the user wishes percent
by column, say, he chooses this option from the menu
and is then able to toggle between percent by column
and counts. This approach exactly provides the information requested by the user and reduces screen clutter.
The user can focus on a single cell and, by repeatedly
clicking the mouse, switch his attention from counts to
percentages without loosing track when his eyes have to
sweep across rows full of numbers.
The data are from the last opinion poll carried out by
MRBI in Ireland before the 1990 Presidential election.
The election was one of the most important in recent
years. Mary Robinson, the first ever woman candidate
supported only by minor parties, defeated the former
deputy prime minister, Brian Lenihan. A major issue
was the so-called 1982 phone scandal. The two questions crosstabulated are (1) whether the ’82 phone scandal influenced the voters’ choice (“No 1st” means there
was no preference) and (2) whether the person planned
to vote.

Figure 1: Toggling displays via a single mouse click.
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Even a well known and often used feature for analysing
contingency tables like the chi-squared test is not
straightforward in its application to real data. It’s computational formula is well defined, some rules of thumb
6
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exist for its usage in relevant conditions.
Let’s assume a contingency table, for example table 1.
Calculating Pearson’s ×WØ we get 273.7 with 12 degrees
of freedom, which is highly significant. No surprise.
And we also recognise the sparse cells from the answers
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“no opinion” might influence the validity of our test.

In practice we want to play around with the data, we
want to explore the association between variables, the
influence of single cells on the statistic and the impact
of sparse cells or outliers. So we need tools for manipulating the contingency table. For example deleting
rows and columns. We might throw away the sparse
options with “no opinion” (table 1) and redo Pearson’s
îðï . Rows are levels of VoteC and columns are levels
of tt Phone82C
Did not Influenced No 1st
Def not
11
3
34
Prob not
28
12
7
Prob vote
111
46
15
Vote def
505
179
25
Table 2: Our example dataset after removing the row
îWï is now
and column with “no opinion”. Pearson’s
271.5 with 6 df.

the “probably I will vote”–people (indeed this would be
îWïòñôó$õ÷ö1ø with
an “absolutely worst case”) we find
2 df which still doesn’t break the strong association of
the row and column variables.
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We so far still don’t know where the significance comes
from. We only know it doesn’t come from the sparse
“no opinion” row/column and we cannotî break the
ï is given
strong association by pooling rows. Since
ÿ ÿ
by


ÿ

ÿ
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where
are the observed counts for cell  and
 
the expected frequencies, we can display the conîðï (figure 3).
tribution of each cell to Pearson’s


îðï

This leads to a
of 271.5 with 6 df. So the significance is not caused by the sparse “no opinion”–cells,
which have low expectancies. The only impact of these
sparse
statistics might be on the asymptotics of
î ï . Butcellsin on
this case it doesn’t matter. It’s too significant, especially if the result is the same in the reduced
table.
Another idea might be the pooling (addition) of rows
or columns. The lower left corner of our table contains
a lot more counts than the first two rows. So, what if
we want to know what’s going to happen if all people
who will “probably not” vote, decide not to vote (figure
2)? This will on the one hand be an attempt to remove
discrepancies in the table (“. . . will this lead to less significance?”) and on the other hand some sort of “worst
case” scenario.

îðï

Figure 3: The contributions of each cell to
.
Cells with negative residuals are underlined (in
T URNER they are red, otherwise blue), intense coloring shows an expected value less than 5.0, which refers
to one of the mentioned rules of thumb which postulates
that “not too many” cells should have expectancies below 5.
Here we see two things. First, the sparse row and column in fact have low expectancies (which we can see
from the intense color) but contribute almost nothing to
îWï . Second, there is a single cell (“def not” and “no
first”) which contributes quite a lot to the overall significance. Of couse the expected value of this cell is
influenced by the cells in the vicinity but this clearly is
a cell which doesn’t fit the expected pattern.

Ù æ?ä?ÚÎâ#ÝPë"Ü?ÚÎäÝ1æ+è

Figure 2: Interactive pooling of rows (or columns). The
dashed rows belong to the open triangle and will hide,
if the triangle is “closed”.

îðï

Calculating
for the pooled table in figure 2 yields
173.6 with 4 df. Significance decreased, but it’s still
highly significant. Even if we go on with this and add

Maybe you want to change the highly contributing cell
from the section above to see what hypothetical observation diminishes the influence of this single cell. Or
your thoughts meander and suspect a typo in this cell
(maybe it should be 3 or 4 and by accident both keys
have been typed?). No problem. Justî edit this specific
ï . Again, color
cell (let’s set it to 4) and recalculate
Vol.11 No.1
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shows that there is something to be careful about (the
manipulated cell will appear in orange as well as all influenced values, especially "! ).
#%$'&(*),+-('.0/1('.'$*&(')32546'7981+46$':;<$'=*>*?@('+AB
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Since our goal is an interactive analysis which involves the calculation of multiple ! statistics and
comparisons amongst various tables (e. g. when deleting or pooling rows and columns) in T URNER a
so-called protocol window is used (see figure 4).

that a ! value can be increased by simply increasing the number of cases, maintaining the given proportions. So the E -value is in fact a nonlinear transformed
Z
-value, that is more comparable amongst tables, especially if the number of cases is different.
With the protocol window the user is encouraged to explore the data, delete or pool rows and columns, change
the observed values of single cells. From all tables
generated during this process the user can choose the
most interesting combinations of degrees of freedom,
! and/or E -value from the protocol window and go
back to this stage of the analysis or proceed with new
ideas with these selected tables.
[

Figure 4: Whenever the user calculates Pearson’s

"!

,

the results are added to this window. Clicking the
‘respawn’-button generates a new table with the contents of the table that led to this value.
Here the results of all "! –tests calculated so far are
displayed. According to the principle of hiding additional information until requested, the rows only contain the number of degrees of freedom, the value of
! and a button (‘respawn’) that generates a new table
window with the contents of that window that has been
present when this row has been calculated. The degrees
of freedom can be changed by the user, which leads to
an immediate update of the calculated values like !
or the E -value (see below) and one can observe if major changes occur or not. This might be interesting if
you are in doubt if a certain cell should be taken into
account or not (for example, if it might be a structural
zero); probably the difference doesn’t matter at all.
Using the triangle button on the left for each row separately an additional line can be revealed. This extra
line contains the E -value based on the significance level
shown. The E -value gives the number of cases at least
required to reach significance on the level F and is defined by
EHGJILKNM<OQPSR
!UT

where

is the total number of cases in the table and
the V,WXF quantile of the corresponding Y'! M OQPSR
distribution.
This approach tries to take into account
8
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We have introduced software for interactive methods for
contingency tables, such as deleting rows and columns,
pooling rows, toggling percentages and absolute counts,
toggling contributions and observed frequencies. These
methods broaden the range of tools applicable to contingency tables and enable the user to play with the data
and compare the resulting statistical implications rather
than having to rely on the correctness and power of
well-defined but inflexible “classical” significance tests.
Interactive methods are clearly not feasible for gaining
statistically “proven” results in the classical sense of a
significant hypothesis test. But in practice no one is satisfied with carrying out one pre-defined test without previously looking at the data, especially not if the test is
non-significant. Instead we accept the fact that the data
are not perfect (data never are as good as they could be),
that hypotheses change with more insight into observed
relationships, and that the user should have information
about how crucially the derived results are influenced
by small changes in the data.
Interactive methods are valuable if the data analysed are
not the result of carefully planned statistical considerations and/or if the statistical work does not come down
to exactly one (to avoid multiple testing) yes-no decision for an exactly defined hypothesis. Although interactive methods require quite a lot of experience and are
not as easy to apply as it might seem at first, they allow
us to retrieve information from the data and gather insight into possibly present structures and dependencies.
T URNERis research software currently developed at the
Department for Computer-Oriented Statistics and Data
Analysis, University of Augsburg. See our web pages
for further information and download instructions:
http://www1.math.uni-augsburg.de/
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Loglinear Models, Computational Statistics, 13,
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Statistical analyses are in general an integral part of
each empirical study, where the researcher is typically
interested in carrying out at least parts of the statistical analyses by himself/herself. However, he/she will
rather quickly realise that even in clearly defined situations a number of competitive statistical methods have
to be looked at to find the appropriate one for the data
set under investigation. Such a decision is hard to take,
in some instances even for a statistician, who of course
might always be consulted in tricky as well as in apparently standard situations. But sometimes only the methods and not the statisticians are at hand. Then, it would
be desirable for the researcher to get the necessary information on the various methods and perhaps additionally
some crucial help to come to a correct choice without
fighting his/her way through all relevant literature and
also without taking the line of least resistance, i.e. in just
choosing the standard. This standard might be wrong or
not the best choice which possibly yields misleading results since those heavily depend on the appropriateness
of the methods used for the analysis. This is exactly the
situation where CORA helps.
To be honest, the computer system CORA (Combined
Odds Ratio Analysis) which will be briefly presented
in the following is restricted to the context of statistical
analyses of stratified contingency tables. For this field
of data analysis, it fills, however, the gap left in standard statistical software packages, since one of its main
features is that it enables the user not only to carry out a
stratified data analysis. It also assists him/her in deciding on the method to be applied. Even in the rather small

lauer@math.uni-augsburg.de
trt

domain of odds ratio estimation quite a large number of
competing methods are available. Here, CORA offers
both classical and innovative approaches for estimating
the odds ratio. This provides information on the risk of
getting a certain disease for instance, when someone is
exposed to a potential risk factor compared to an unexposed person. Now, an appropriate odds ratio estimator
can only be chosen if detailed information on the data–
dependent properties of the varying types of estimators–
is available.

CORA has been developed to cope specifcally with
such a problem. It consists of two components. One
component provides the user with statistical procedures
for analysing case–control data such as point estimators of the common odds ratio, tests of homogeneity
and independence, confidence intervals, and variance
estimators. The other component contains an enlarged
hypertext help system and a knowledge–based advice
tool which both assist the user when looking for the
most appropriate method to analyse the given data. The
help system offers not only information on CORA and
its use, but also on the implemented statistical methods
and on contingency table analysis in general. The advice tool, in addition, recommends an estimator of the
common odds ratio depending on the characteristics of
the data under investigation. The recommendation is
based on simulation results from which rules concerning the properties of the estimators have been discovered by machine learning. The resulting set of rules has
then been integrated in the advice tool. It should be
mentioned that this tool does not automatically recommend and choose an estimator to be calculated, but only
on request. In addition, the recommendation needs not
to be followed by the user. The lower part of Figure 1
illustrates the overall system architecture of CORA.
Vol.11 No.1
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had to be fixed. In addition, criteria to assess the estimators such as mean squared error and bias had to be
chosen. The characterization of the estimators relates
the properties of the data to the behaviour of the estimates. To reduce the complexity of the resulting knowledge base we used qualitative criteria for the data properties and the assessment criteria instead of quantitative
ones. This was realized by partitioning the initial criteria into appropriate categories.
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Figure 1: Integration of the modelling process into the
system architecture of CORA
In the following, we would like to give a rough idea of
the modelling process and the design of CORA. For a
more detailed description see Morik, Pigeot, and Robers
S*w,''h*wQ'--
(1998).

As already mentioned, we used a knowledge based approach for analysing simulation studies which were carried out to learn about the finite–sample behaviour of
the odds ratio estimators. In contrast to the commonly
used knowledge engineering our approach in modelling
the expertise uses the simulation results as well as the
experts themselves as knowledge sources. In more detail, we combined knowledge acquisition and machine
learning, i.e. the gained knowledge is modelled and additional knowledge can be discovered. The modelling
process and the integration of its results into the system
architecture of CORA are shown in the upper part of
Figure 1.
A model, the knowledge base, was built up which operationalizes the results of the simulation studies. From
this knowledge base a characterization of the point estimators has been learned which was represented as a
set of rules. For the knowledge acquisition and the machine learning process we used the modelling system
MOBAL (Morik et al. 1993).
At the very beginning of the modelling process the relevant data characteristics concerning the parameter constellations of the simulation design (see Pigeot 1991)
10
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After modelling the categories which was one of the
most challenging phases of the modelling approach,
the model was represented to make it available for
MOBAL. The knowledge representation of MOBAL
is based on a predicate logic. The domain knowledge essentially consists of facts, rules, rule models,
the so–called metapredicates, as well as of the topology of predicates and sorts. Facts are represented by
function–free literals without variables and consist of
an  –dimensional predicate. The rules are represented
as Horn clauses in which the premises and the conclusion literal may be negated. A metapredicate is a rule
in which predicate variables are used instead of actual
predicates of an application domain.
With the help of the rule discovery tool RDT (Kietz
and Wrobel 1992), integrated in MOBAL, rules were
searched that described the relations between the characteristics of the data and the properties of the estimators. The metapredicates define the hypotheses subspace that is actually searched via a set of explicitly
spelled out hypotheses templates. For generating the
hypotheses the predicate variables are successively instantiated with predicate symbols where the predicate
symbol must have the same arity as the predicate variable. For efficiently searching in the hypotheses space a
generalization relation on the metapredicates is defined
based on the  –subsumption (Buntine 1988). RDT is
a top–down learner from the most general to the more
specific hypothesis searching the complete hypotheses
space and thus making use of its partial ordering. Instantiating the predicate variables yields the hypotheses,
which are then tested with respect to their correctness.
There are three different outcomes for this test. First,
the hypothesis is too general, i.e. it covers too many
negative or unknown instances. Second, the hypothesis is accepted, or third, it is rejected because it is too
special insofar as it covers too few positive instances.
Because of the generalization relation the search in the
hypotheses space can be pruned, since specializations
of accepted or rejected hypotheses are no further explored. Only in the case of a hypothesis being too general, the search is continued. Partially instantiated hypotheses, i.e. hypotheses with some predicate variables

not yet instantiated, and fully instantiated hypotheses

are then tested whether they have to be further instantiated or whether they have to be rejected. The decision
whether a hypothesis should be accepted or not depends
on a user–specified acceptance criterion.
The analysis of the simulation studies resulted in an
enormous set of rules, which was evaluated with the
help of MOBALs rule restructuring tool RRT (Sommer
1995). The selected rules were then integrated into the
system CORA. The advice tool of CORA is thus able to
analyse the actual case–control data according to their
characteristics and to select a rule out of the integrated
set of rules the premises of which are covered by these
ascertained characteristics.
The relevant parameters of the case–control data are
the number of tables, the mean number of cases, and
the mean portion of cases and controls. Two additional
characteristics based on the Gini ratio are used to measure how balanced the cases and the portions of cases
and controls are across tables. This information can be
found on the second page of the form for the recommendation.
Further characteristics being essential for the recommendation rule such as the probability of a control to
be exposed have to be estimated from the data. They
should therefore be gained from a pilot study which can
be an external study with a comparable research question or a random sample drawn from the original data
set. The necessary information is then summarized on
an additional page of the recommendation form.
The selected rule finally recommends an estimator of
the common odds ratio depending on the data to be
analysed and on the data of the pilot study. Thus, the
corresponding page of the recommendation form gives
the recommended type of odds ratio estimator, e.g. the
Mantel–Haenszel estimator, and an adequate modification such as jackknifing of type II, if sensible. As additional information an assessment of the recommendation and the particular rule on which it is based is provided on this form.
'¡-¢£'¤-¥§¦*¨©%ª«¬

Besides the help–system which supports the user when
choosing an adequate point estimator of the odds ratio
(cf. Figure 2) the system provides a full statistical analysis of several 2x2 tables.

Figure 2: Form for the estimation of the common odds
ratio

Before starting the actual analysis the user has the possibility to look at the individual tables where information
on the category is given to which the depicted table belongs (cf. Figure 3). In addition, the individual point
estimates are calculated.

For each step of the contingency table analysis various
methods are available. For instance, investigating homogeneity of the individual odds ratios an according
statistical test can be chosen by the user out of a pool
of different possibilities including some new proposals.
Further information on these tests can be obtained on request which concerns not only the definition of the test
statistics and relevant literature, but also their statistical
properties and a comparison of these properties. Here,
also a warning is given by the system that the result of
such a test should be interpreted with caution.

Comparably to the analysis of homogeneity the program offers various tests of independence to check if the
odds ratio is statistically significantly different from one
which then implies that there is a significant relationship
between risk factor and disease. Of course, such a test
and the corresponding point estimator should always be
supplemented by confidence intervals. Again, the user
finds a number of competing methods of which he/she
may choose an adequate one. Additional help is given
by the system on request. Since many interval estimators are based on the combination of a point estimator
and an according variance estimator, the user can decide for his/her preferred combination (cf. Figure ??).
Combinations which are not sensible from a theoretical
point of view are not displayed.
Vol.11 No.1
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tion studies, since the modelling of the knowledge base
is too time–consuming.
Further work should be done in different directions.
First, the expertise should be completed by rules based
on asymptotic properties of the estimators. It would
also be desirable to further extend the advice tool by
rules concerning the choice of an appropriate test statistic, confidence interval, or variance estimator. In addition, the system should be provided with methods for
graphical representations of the data leading to a better
insight into its structure.

Figure 3: Form for the contingency tables
®¯'°,±9²-³µ´±-¶·³§¯*¸k·¹'±§º*±-³-»¼*½

The implementation of CORA is based on an object–
oriented approach. The use of the tool Delphi (Borland
1995) simplified the implementation of a user–friendly
graphical interface and allowed to encode the expertise
and also all statistical procedures.
CORA is a Windows application. Each form of CORA
contains a help button that allows to jump to a help topic
and thus to get context–sensitive information. The help
system is designed for researchers with limited knowledge in that special statistical field. For this purpose,
some basic concepts of a stratified contingency table
analysis are explained and the statistical procedures are
described as well as their finite and asymptotic properties summarized. Of course, information on CORA
itself is given in the help system. Both information can
also be found in its manual (Pigeot, Robers, and Sondhauß 1995). These help topics complete the recommendations given by the advice tool.
¾¿'ÀÀ±-½'·*²-½*º,¸¿*·¿*Àr±wº*±'ÁÂ±-Ã¯S´°,±-½*·³

The development of CORA, financially supported by the Bennigsen–Foerder–Grant
of
Nordrhein–Westfalen, addressed different aspects,
where two of those were most important: the use of artificial intelligence techniques to build up a set of rules
and the development of an advice tool based among
others on this set of rules. The application of AI techniques to analyse the simulation studies turned out to
be very helpful in our case. Although the design of
the knowledge base took some time, this effort was
clearly compensated by the time saved through rapid
machine learning. Using this new idea for future and
probably more extensive Monte–Carlo studies is even
more beneficial, since learning based on the existing
knowledge base can be gained with minimal effort and
the statisticians have more time to concentrate on the
development of new methods or other new and challenging research questions. The use of AI techniques,
however, can not be recommended for smaller simula12
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Now it’s your turn. Enjoy the current version of CORA,
which can be obtained on request from the authors,
until perhaps one day the new version is available.
Iris Pigeot and Ursula Robers
Munich and Dortmund
Germany
pigeot@stat.uni-muenchen.de
Ä
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Figure 1: Minard’s “Carte Figurative” of Napoleon’s
1812 campaign. By permission: ENPC, Multimedia Library, lsaye@enpc.fr
But, aside from this March on Moscow graphic, very
little of Minard ’s contribution to statistical graphics
is known in North America, even though Funkhouser
(1937) devoted several pages to his work and called him
“the Playfair of France.”
On a visit with Antoine de Falguerolles in Toulouse, I
was shown a copy of an 1883 volume of “l’Album de
Statistique Graphique” published annually by the Bureau de la statistique graphique of the Ministry of Public Works from 1879 to 1899. A large-format book
(about 12 í 15 in.), each figure folds out to either
three or four times that size, and contains exquisite
detail, beautiful color tones, and, most importantly,
an astonishing range and depth of visual information
display. Some (alas, poor copies) of these images
may be seen on my Data Visualization Gallery (DVG:
www.math.yorku.ca/SCS/Gallery/).
That
lovely volume was the spring-board for this re-vision
of Minard, presented in two parts corresponding to the
definitions of “re-vision” above.
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It turns out that Minard died in 1870, and the wellknown March on Moscow graphic (20 November 1869)
was, along with a similar graphic of Hannibal’s army
in Italy, among his last published works. Yet, all of
the volumes of l’Album (carried out under the direction of Émile Cheysson) show the unmistakable signature of the graphic inventions of Charles Minard,
whose role and inspiration are acknowledged in the
preface. Re-examining some of Minard’s works is
the first sense of my title “Re-visions of Minard”.

Figure 2: Part of Minard’s 1865 flow map, showing
the movement of travelers on the principal railroads of
Europe. By permission: ENPC, Multimedia Library,
lsaye@enpc.fr
Minard was a true pioneer in what geographers call
“thematic cartography” and also in statistical graphics. The authoritative paper by Robinson (1967) lists
51 cartes figuratives among his known works, although
only four re-drawings, pale imitations of the originals,
are shown in that paper. Several color reproductions appear in Robinson’s Early thematic mapping in the history of cartography (Robinson, 1982), and 15 appear
in Palsky (1996) who lists 58 graphic works by Minard. A comprehensive, indexed bibliography of Minard’s graphic works appears on the DVG web site.
Thematic cartography always involves a tension and
trade-offs between the confines of the map and the representation of data. Minard almost invariably chose accuracy of the representation of data over the “tyranny of
precise geographical position” whenever conflict arose.
“Accordingly, he revised coastlines, paid little attention
to projections, and forced the scales of the geographic
features on his maps to fit the data being portrayed,
rather than vice versa, as is usually done today” (Robinson, 1967,p. 95). It is for this reason he carefully labeled his maps cartes figuratives et approximatives.
Minard was first a civil engineer, then instructor at the
École Nationale des Ponts et Chaussées (ENPC), the
premier training school for engineers responsible for
building the roads, canals, and railroads of France; later,
he was an Inspector General of the Council des Ponts
et Chaussées. As a result, a great deal of Minard’s
graphic work is concerned with the visual representation of movement of goods and people. He made dozens
Vol.11 No.1
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of “flow maps”, depicting passenger traffic on European
railways (see Figure 2), transport of meat and produce
to feed the growing population of Paris (Figure 3), international distribution of French wines, cotton, coal, and
so forth. As in Figure 2, Minard typically included the
numerical information on the map as well, either annotated or in tabular form, and included lengthy legends
describing exactly what was being portrayed, the nature of the visual representation, and conclusions which
could be drawn from these.
These maps and charts were all made with the express
purpose of informing decision makers responsible for
planning in the era of rapid growth and development.
An ingenious map showing the population distribution
of Paris, for example, was used to determine the location of a new central post office—at the visual center of
gravity of squares, whose area depicted the population
of each arrondisement. Minard’s influence and contribution was such that, between approximately 1850 and
1860, all Ministers of Public Works in France had their
portraits painted with one of Minard’s creations in the
background (Chevallier,1871,p. 17).
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Other maps and charts used and developed a number
of other graphic forms to display the data: pie charts,
the Coxcomb (or “rose diagram”) attributed to Florence
Nightingale, a shading scheme with two colors of varying lightness to show a bipolar dimension, and so forth,
but always with the goal “to make the proportions of
numerical relations apparent to the eye immediately”.
Like Playfair’s charts, Minard’s graphic inventions were
designed “to speak to the eyes” (Palsky, 1991).
For example, Minard was the first to use a divided circle in cartography (Wallis and Robinson, 1987), and
he used it to show both amounts and relative proportions on a map. Figure 3 shows the quantities of butchers’ meats supplied to the Paris market by each department. The total quantity of all meat from each department is shown by a circle whose area is directly proportional to this total by weight. Each circle is subdivided to show the relative proportion of beef (black),
veal (red), and mutton (green). In the color original it
is immediately apparent that regions close to Paris supplied large proportions of veal or mutton, while those
far from Paris supplied mostly beef. The background
shading distinguishes those departments with no contribution (beige) from those with any non-zero contribution (yellow). The map was produced by lithograph,
and hand colored.
14
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Figure 3: Minard’s 1858 divided-circle map, showing
the amounts and proportions of butcher’s meats supplied to the Paris market. It is the first known use of
pie charts in cartography. By permission: ENPC, Multimedia Library, lsaye@enpc.fr
This idea of scaling an icon to a size which represents
a regional total, while the internal subdivisions represent the relative proportions within the geographical region is another significant contribution of Minard. Also
noteworthy are a series of tableaux graphiques, using
variable width, divided bars, shaded in different colors
to display the numbers in a two-way table as proportions in relation to their row or column totals, an early
precursor of the mosaic display (Friendly, 1994a). Minard himself never used this graphic form on a map, but
figures from l’Album in 1883 and 1884 depict the transportation of goods and passengers in France, where the
data for each city was portrayed as a mosaic, with an
overall size proportional to the total for that city, just as
in the pie-map for meat.
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Some additional observations on Minard’s career came
quite recently when I made a pilgrimage to the Archives
of the ENPC to view Minard’s originals. As Robinson (1967) points out, there were two, largely distinct,
phases to Minard’s remarkable career. The first, from
1810 (age 29) was as an engineer and later instructor and administrator for the ENPC, until his (mandatory) retirement at age 70 in 1851. His second career
as cartographer and graphical innovator, highlighted
above, dates from the 1844 publication of his tableaux
graphiques and lasted until his death in 1870. Mi-

nard had no C.V., but the catalog of works by Mi held by the ENPC is impressive. Among 105
nard
items, it lists eight short books (including La Statistique, Minard, 1869), 10 sets of course or lecture notes,
30 published brochures and 17 articles in the Annales
des Ponts et Chaussées, in addition to the maps, tables
and other graphic work. Three graphic construction designs for bridges and arches executed while he was a
student (ca. 1812) show the early hand of a master
draftsman. Minard, (1862, p.4) dates his first statistical
graphic to 1826, but says he had just followed a form of
graphic tables used earlier by Layton Cooke in England.
Minard’s graphic output
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It seemed appropriate to attempt a graphic view of Minard’s later career from the catalog materials, and a
smoothed time plot of his graphic output proved quite
revealing (Figure 5). We see that Minard published
about two graphic works per year over the 27 year period, but the rate varied systematically with events in his
life.
The rate drops precipitously after his promotion to Inspector General of the ENPC in 1846. After his retirement, it rises steadily over the next 10 years to a peak
of twice his average rate in the early 1860s (age 80).
Minard suffered increasingly from arthritis and rheumatism in his later years (requiring crutches), which may
account for the decline over the last nine years—but
only down to his average rate. In September 1870, as
the Prussian army moved steadily toward Paris, the 90
year old Minard became increasingly fearful and fled
with his family to Bordeaux, regretfully leaving behind
the books and papers he had worked on for the last 25
years. Six weeks later, he took ill with a terrible fever

and died three days later, on October 24. (Robinson,
1967,p. 99). He had taken with him several worksin-progress (Chevallier,1871, p.21) but these evidently
have been lost.
As much as this quantitative portrayal tells a part of
Minard’s story, I also realized that Minard’s choice of
subject matter and graphic format tells another part (see
Figure 5). After several initial tableaux graphiques depicting the movement of passengers on railways (designed to inform the choice of rate structure for short
vs. long travels), Minard developed the flow map in
1846, and used this graphic form almost exclusively until 1864 to portray his “bread and butter” topics—the
transportation of goods by water or by land. He says, “I
realized, by substituting merchandise for voyagers, my
maps and graphic tables acquired numerous commercial
applications” (Minard, 1869, p. 8).
However, in 1862, he published a flow map showing patterns of emigration from Europe throughout the
world (colored by origin of departure), and in 1863, a
pair of beautiful flow maps comparing the importation
of cotton to Europe in 1858 and 1862, showing dramatically the effects of the American civil war on trade
(Palsky, 1996, Fig. 46–47). His spurt of five graphs
in 1865 includes three comparative maps, one relating
the strategic disposition of the forces of Charlemagne
against the Huns in 791 to those of Napoleon against
the Austrians in 1805. These also include the center-ofgravity map for the Paris post office, and a map showing
the population density of provinces of Spain by crosshatching, using a visual scheme (  spacing  population) in which the numerical value could be read directly (rather than using class intervals). In 1867, he
produced an entirely different form of map, showing
the movement of ancient languages throughout Europe.
The Napoleon’s March graphic of 1869 was followed
only by two tableaux graphiques, one showing the decline in the study of Latin from 1818 to 1864, the other
showing an increase in the mean age of students at each
level of promotion at the École Polytechnique.
Thus, we see that the fluctuations in Minard’s quantitative output were accompanied by a qualitative shift
in emphasis, experimentation with new graphic forms,
intellectual concern for the uses of historical data and
social statistics, and continuing desire to portray these
graphically.
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One final historical surprise came as I viewed Minard’s
original of the “the best graphic ever produced”. The
Napoleon’s March graphic and the flow map of HanniVol.11 No.1
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bal’s army were in fact printed together, and it is certain that Minard meant for them to be compared, as
in his earlier comparison maps. Hannibal’s campaign
begins in southern Spain with 96,000, crosses southern France, and ends in Italy with 26,000. The loss
of life was not nearly as dramatic as that suffered by
Napoleon’s troops, but the map does draw visual attention to the relatively large loss as Hannibal crossed the
Alps. Together, the maps of these two campaigns provide a visual lesson to historians and generals, which
might have been subtitled, “Some things to avoid in
planning a military campaign.” In fact, I believe there is
a more personal and more emotive meaning, as an antiwar statement by an engineer who had witnessed the
horrors of war in his youth and who, in his final year,
was forced to flee his home. Chevallier, (1871, p.18)
says, “Finally, 89898 as if he could sense the terrible disaster that was about to disrupt the country, he illustrated
the loss of lives that had been caused by 89898 Hannibal
and Napoleon. 89898 The graphical representation is gripping; 89898 it inspires bitter reflections on the human cost
of the thirst for military glory.” It may well be, for this
reason, that Minard’s most famous graphic defied the
pen of the historian.
Yet, Marey (1878, p.72) printed only the Napoleon portion in his book on graphical methods (one of the first
general books on the subject), and, although he refers to
the map of Hannibal’s campaign, he does not describe it
as an integral work. Except for Robinson (1967), later
authors (Funkhouser, 1937,Tufte, 1983) apparently relied upon Marey, and with Marey’s effusive praise, it
appears that they treated the Napoleon’s March graphic
as a separate, isolated work.

tegration of text,graphics, sound, and other media.
Andrew Donoho teaches an Information Design course
at the University of Texas at Austin. Over the past
years, his course project asked students to design a
web presentation based on Minard’s graphic. Sunny
McClendon’s page (http://eunuch.ddg.com/
LIS/InfoDesignF96/Sunny/) is one example of the graphic linked (as a clickable map, or
graphic menu) to pages of text describing the major battles of the campaign.
The graphic itself,
Figure 5, is quite similar to Minard’s original, but
the text labels for dates, troop strength, temperature, and battle sites have been made more visible.

Figure 5: Re-vision of Minard’s graphic as a clickable web image map It is not too large a jump
from these to imagine an authoritative, historical account (e.g., Chandler, 1966) of Napoleon’s 1812
campaign linked dynamically to Minard’s graphic.
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My second sense of “Re-visions of Minard” stems from
the thought that it would be a wonderful (if somewhat
irreverent) challenge to take “the best graphic ever produced” and to try to improve it—or even, to reproduce
it. With the wonders of the internet, it took only a few
minutes searching for ‘Minard’ to discover that there
were already several worthy entries. These may be seen
in color in the DVG mentioned earlier, and are, I believe, worth reproducing here.

Figure 6:
SAGE graphic, re-visioned to link
information temperature information directly to
the path and strength of Napoleon’s army.
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In fact, I do see voice-mail, now that my telephone has
call-display. But the question, from The Hacker’s Test,
is meant to suggest the wealth of possibilities for statistical graphics now being created by new technology.
The WWW, Java, CDrom, and DVD provide a current
glimpse of future systems which will allow the easy in16
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Figure 7: SAGE graphic, re-visioned to show the relations between longitude, time and temperature explicitly.

The design work of other students may be seen at
www.ddg.com/LIS/.
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Tufte (1983) cites Minard’s graphic as a narrative
graphic of time and space which illustrates “how multivariate complexity can be subtly integrated into graphical architecture, integrated so gently and unobtrusively
that viewers are hardly aware that they are looking into
a world of four or five dimensions.”
Steven Roth and others (Roth et al., 1997) in the Visualization and Interfaces Group at CMU have developed SAGE (www.cs.cmu.edu/groups/sage/),
a system for automated graphics and explanation.
Several illustrations of the use of SAGE re-design
the relations among the graphic elements portraying
space, time, temperature, in relation to the diminishing strength of the army. (Exactly how much of the redesign was done automatically and what criteria were
used is not described.)
Figure 6 attempts to link the information about temperature directly to the path and strength of Napoleon’s
army, emphasizing their interrelations more directly.
The (uv-w ) coordinates are still map-based (latitude and
longitude), but temperature is shown by the color of the
bands in continuous tones, from full red (hot) to full
blue (cold); the width still portrays troop strength. They
say, “The use of color clearly shows the heat wave during the advance and the steady decline in temperature
through the retreat. The exception, a spell of temperatures above freezing, is clearly visible when the retreating army is between the cities of Krasnyj and Bobr.”
A second re-design (Figure 7) makes the temporal characteristics of the march explicit, by replacing the map
coordinates with a graph of longitude (because the campaign was essentially East-West-East) vs. date. Now,
the peculiar side-march to Polotsk (designed to cut the
Russian’s communication with St. Petersburg on the
out-bound leg, and return there at the end) stands out
more clearly than in Minard’s original. The Bavarian
troops, commanded by St. Cyr, captured Polotsk in
August, and remained there until October, when they
rejoined the main campaign. The horizontal gaps between rectangles also serve to distinguish the lengthy
stays at certain locations, the siege of Moscow being
the longest, from the periods of steady march on the
disastrous retreat.
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Part of the wonder of Minard’s graphic is how seamlessly he linked the multiple dimensions of map loca-

tions, troop strength, advance and retreat, and temperature into a coherent and poignant display. A modern approach to high-dimensional, complex data is to use dynamic, interactive graphics, with multiple, linked views
to provide: selection (brushing), subdivision (drilldown), aggregation (roll-up), and so forth.
These capabilities are illustrated as well by SAGE, as
described by Roth-etal, 1997). The two graphs in Figures 6 and 7 (and others) can in fact be linked, so that
selection in one graph highlights or paints corresponding data in all graphs. Moreover, one can drag and drop
various tools, including a slider, onto the SAGE frames.
Embedding a slider linked to date allows the viewer to
see the changes in, say troop strength, dynamically over
the course of Napoleon’s campaign. Roth et al., (1997)
point out that this (using another linked bar graph of
troop strength over time) reveals (a) differences in casualties among the major battles at Smolensk, Borodino
and Trautino, and (b) the fact that most of the losses in
troops were unrelated to battles, and occurred early in
time. Chandler (1966) and others point to desertion and
disease as major contributors.
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Minard’s graphic has as least one more lesson as a test
case for the power and expressiveness of computer systems or languages for graphic information display and
visualization.
In the early years of microcomputers, the Logo computer language (a simplified, yet powerful descendent
of Lisp) was designed to make computing and graphics easily accessible to young children (Papert, 1980,
Friendly, 1988). Part of its appeal was an extremely
simple and flexible set of graphics commands called
“Turtle Graphics” that made thinking about graphics—
and doing and seeing them—so wonderfully concise
and transparent, that the link between specification and
display—between the program statements and the visible result could be readily grok’d (as I said in those
days).
I no longer actively speak or write Logo, but I still occasionally think Logo. It would take me too far afield
to illustrate this, but when I look at sea shells, flowers,
or Moorish designs in the Alhambra, patterns of recursion and repetition often spring instantly to mind. This
is what I mean by power and expressiveness for visualization and display.
In Logo, the graphic cursor that draws is called the Turtle; the metaphor for programming is to teach the Turtle. The commands to draw any figure are defined as a
procedure with the TO command. What does it take to
Vol.11 No.1
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teach the turtle TO MARCH? What can we learn from
the structure and process of programming to duplicate
Minard’s March on Moscow graphic?
Mathematica is similar to Logo in certain respects, particularly in its emphasis on list processing, recursion,
modularity, function mapping, and the syntactic identity
between user-defined and built-in procedures. (Shaw
and Tigg, 1994) describe a function, NapoleonMarchMoscowAndBackAgainPlot[], as a tourde-force of Mathematica graphics. Their figure and the
complete code (Minard.m) may be found on the DVG
web site. They use nested lists containing map -F
coordinates plus additional information to represent the
strength of Napoleon’s army, temperature, rivers, labeled points, and so forth. For example, the temperature
scale at the bottom of the graphic is represented as the
list
TempData = {
{0.955, 0.306,0},{0.885,0.304,0},
{0.700, 0.259,-9},{0.612,0.228,-21},
{0.433, 0.177,-11},{0.372,0.17,-20},
{0.316, 0.201,-24},{0.279,0.181,-30},
{0.158, 0.195,-26}
};

where the final element in each sub-list is the temperature in degrees Reaumur as used by Minard. Using
these lists, the program (in slightly simplified form) is
just:
NapoleonMarchMoscowAndBackAgainPlot[] :=
Show[Graphics[
{ProcessStrength[StrengthData],
ProcessTemp[TempData],
ProcessRivers[RiverData],
ProcessBoxes[BoxData],
ProcessTitle[TitleData],
ProcessPoints[PointData],
ProcessText[TextData]}
]]

Some of the Process functions are complex, but most
are simple uses of the idea of mapping a function over
a list. For example, all the rivers are drawn simply by
mapping the Line[] function over the list of coordinates representing the rivers:
ProcessRivers[riverdata_] :=
Map[({RGBColor[0, 0, 1],
Thickness[0.001], Line[#]}&), riverdata]

Each Process function returns a list of graphics primitives to the Graphics[] function, which are rendered on the display device by Show[]. Such simplicity, I believe, tells us something about both the structure
of Minard’s thematic map, and about the capability of
list processing and functional programming to re-create
it.
18
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A quite different form of specification is used by
Wilkinson (1999), who describes a grammar for representing the data (variables, their attributes, transformations) and graph elements (coordinates, frames, scales,
guides) which comprise a graphic, along with hints for
how these may be implemented in an object-oriented
graphic display system.
Wilkinson represents the data as seven variables which
derive from a ragged data table giving the map locations
(latitude, longitude) and name of cities, locations, dates
and temperatures for the temperature scale, and the locations, direction (advance/retreat) and troop strength
for the main display of successive losses over the campaign. A particular feature of his analysis is to add
a three-category “group” variable corresponding to (a)
the main army, (b) the left-flank group going to and
from Vilnius, and (c) the side-march group to Polotsk.
(In the Mathematica data, this structure is represented
implicitly in the StrengthData using six sublists—
one for each group, and for advance/retreat.) The particular features of the data structure may or may not
matter, but it is clear that parsing Minard’s graphic into
these three groups is essential.
Wilkinson notes that the graphic consists of two subgraphics (the march and temperature), linked by the
common horizontal scale of longitude. His analysis of
the march portion represents the graphic by the grammatical specifications,
FRAME: lonc*latc
GRAPH: point(label(city), size(0))
GRAPH: path(position(lonp*latp),
size(survivors), color(direction),
split(group))
GUIDE: legend(color(direction))

where lonc and latc give the city locations, lonp
and latp give locations along the paths in each direction, and survivors gives troop strength. This
says, “The plot frame is determined by longitude and
latitude; plot the names of the cities at their locations,
and plot one path for each group, whose width reflects
troop strength, and is colored according to the direction of the march.” The economy of this description
is again noteworthy. (Wilkinson’s re-vision also highlighted several anomalies in Minard’s graphic or the historical data; the most striking is the large gap between
the locations labeled “Dec. 6” and “Dec. 7” on the temperature graph, suggesting the improbable movement of
more than 50 miles in one day at the end of the retreat.)
There are certainly further programming details necessary to display the complete graphic from these spec-

ifications, just as there are with the Mathematica version. But these attempts have something useful and important to say about the connection between specification and display (and data) required in each. My forays in Logo taught me that a computer language could
be a tool for learning and thinking, as well as for doing. The kind of comparative analysis I have sketched
here may prove helpful in the analysis and design of
computer systems for graphics and visualization, and
Minard’s March graphic may be a diamond standard
against which all should be scratched.

[3]

[4]

[5]
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[6]
Charles Joseph Minard was most definitely not a one-hit
wonder. His graphic inventions were numerous, his thematic maps meticulously designed to aid graphic communication, “to convey promptly to the eye the relation
not given quickly by numbers...” Minard (1862). This
work influenced several generations of statisticians and
cartographers and still has deep lessons from which we
may learn, but it is regrettably little known today. It is
hoped that this re-visioning of Minard will correct that
to some degree and perhaps re-kindle a wider interest
in the history of statistical graphics. Some say, “Those
who do not know their history are doomed to repeat it”,
but, in the case of Minard, my only reply is, “If only we
could!”.
To get reproductions of Minard’s Map and others, contact the Multimedia Library (Médiathèque) at the École
Nationale des Ponts et Chaussées (ENPC),
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axes for a view separately, rather than as one expression
in a frame.

By Graham Wills

ÀÁ6Â-ÃÄÅÆ#Á6ÇÃÀ

My research group has spent a couple of months building the skeleton of a java library to allow us to develop
new interactive graphical views more efficiently, and to
allow such views to work together and share code better.
We’ve done something similar before, so we had some
confidence that we knew what we were doing and could
learn from past mistakes. We performed a commonality analysis - a technique for identifying similarities
and variances in software so as to allow rapid production of software that could be thought of as members
of the same family. I’ll be reporting on the outcome
of that later. We also studied survey papers and taxonomies to understand what other people thought were
good ways of classifying statistical graphics. I’d written some code a while ago for drawing axes so I volunteered to do the work on defining axes and what could
be done with them. Axes aren’t hard after all - they’re
just a bit of extra code you write after you’ve done the
main work of making a view. There’s a bit of math
and heuristics needed to make sure you don’t get tick
marks at 0.111111 and that zero is included if it’s just
off the edge of the range of the data, but basically, it
didn’t seem that exciting. Well, when we got round to
describing all that we’d like a general purpose axis to
be and to do, we came up with quite a different view
of their importance. 1. Axes First In Leland Wilkinson’s book (Wilkinson, 1999), after defining the data
and transformations to be displayed in a view, the first
thing he defines is termed a frame. A frame gives the
bounding box for a graphic in an abstract sense, defining a method for locating graphic elements within data
space. It is specified in the book by an expression such
as:
sÈ-É ÊËËÌÈÎÍÐÏÑÓÒÕÔ ÖÌ×PÈÓÉ ÊËØ¢Ù6ÚÑÓÒ#Û×-ÉÐÈÎÜ3ÙSÈ×Ý
This expression is interpreted as defining a view with
one dimension representing the variable sepallength and
the other the values of sepalwidth nested in species.
This description would typically be drawn as a paneled
view, with a panel for each species displaying a scatterplot of sepallength against sepalwidth, for example as
given in figure 1.
Effectively, Wilkinson’s frame defines a set of axes. His
constraints on the expression defining the frame (section
5.1.5) ensure that the expression can have an interpretation as a set of axes. We prefer to think of defining the
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Setosa

Versicolor

Virginica
Figure 1. Sepal length (horizontal axis) against sepal
width (three vertical axes) for the three species of iris in
Fisher’s Iris data.
The reason for this is that in an interactive setting we
often wish to share axes, but are less likely to want to
share sets of axes. Section 3 explores shared axes in
more detail. In this paradigm, the first thought then is
not ”what sort of view shall I draw?” but ”what axes do
I want to use to show my data?” The secondary consideration is ”what shall I show there?” Cleveland’s (1985)
well-known ranking of mappings from magnitudes to
graphical characteristics gives support to this paradigm.
Cleveland’s study showed that position, especially position along a common scale, is the easiest to interpret.
Thus we could conclude from his ranking that the most
important elements to decide first are mappings to common scales - the axes.
Can we represent every statistical graphic as a set of
axes and ”something” to be drawn relative to these
axes? Clearly by defining the ”something” broadly
enough we could. But even with a small set of ”somethings” a lot can be done. A minimal set includes circles
of a fixed radius, line segments and rectangles whose
width can be determined by data. These are all to be
drawn within the graphic at locations defined by data,
relative to the axes. With these set of ”somethings”,
dot plots, bar charts, histograms, scatterplots (with and
without trend lines) and time series are possible. For a
spineplot, note that we need to be able to define categorical axes where each category has a fraction of the
axis allocated to it in proportion to the number of data
items in that category. The orthogonal axis can then be
removed, leaving each bar with a fixed height. There

are some limitations. The humble pie chart can only be
drawn if we allow a polar coordinate system, in which
case it falls out as a spineplot where the categorical axis
is mapped along a circle on the screen. A more important class of views require deeper thought ? 2. Stacked
Bar Charts, Mosaic Views and Trellis Displays These
views seem initially hard to define via an axis-first approach, but the key observation is that they can be defined if we allow nesting of axes. A trellis view (REF)
makes the nesting explicit. Within an outer categorical
axis, we define an inner axis for each category defined
by the axis. If this inner axis is also categorical, it can
contain further nested axes and so on. This categorical
axis is usually the horizontal axis. The vertical axis is
usually, but not necessarily a quantitative axis giving coordinates for a response variable. With many variables,
trellis views may be defined which map a categorical
variable to an output page. This corresponds to another
axis. Stacked bar charts and mosaic views form another
application of nested axes. If we have a bar chart on
categories A, and we wish to show each bar as a stacking of categories B, then we construct a bar chart using
a categorical axis on A, but replace each bar of that axis
with a spineplot of the same extent as the bar, but using
a spineplot-style categorical axis on B. Each spineplot
axis is to be drawn perpendicular to the axis on A. Figure 2 shows this process, with each bar on the horizontal
axis representing position in the division, and a vertical
spineplot for each bar dividing that bar into two categories.
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Figure 2. A stacked bar chart showing the final positions of baseball teams within their division, with stacking dividing each set of teams into those with a relatively high batting percentage (light gray) and those
with a relatively low percentage (dark gray).
If instead of a simple categorical axis for the bars of a
stacked bar chart we use an axis that allocates screen
space for each category in proportion to the number of
items in that category, then we are left with a ”stacked
spineplot”, which is in fact a mosaic view on two variables (fig 3). We can continue splitting up the bars in the
mosaic view in the same fashion by nesting a spineplot

style categorical axis in each one to build a full mosaic
view.
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Figure 3. Changing the axes of figure 2 from bar chart
axes to spineplot axes gives a mosaic view of the same
data.
Nesting is one of the three basic operations Wilkinson
defines to use to create frames. A second, cross, is used
to compose axes to make two and three-dimensional areas into which data can be plotted. A third operation,
blending, is used to take two expressions (axes, in our
terminology) and merge them to create an axis spanning
the merged data ranges. In our axis-centered design,
nesting and blending are operations we allow on axes,
and crossing is the mechanism by which axes are used
to create the abstract coordinates for data items.

àáâã#ä#åsæç¦ä è

Sometimes we are happy with axes that represent the
same variable, but are not the same. At other times, we
might need views to share one or more axes. Consider
the axes of figure 1. There is only one horizontal axis,
measuring sepal length, but there are three vertical axes
measuring sepal width. Immediately obvious is the difference in mean values of sepal lengths, and the more
compact range of values for the Setosa species. What is
not so clear is that although the aspect ratio is the same
for the views (the vertical axes have the same scale),
they are not in fact the same axes. The axis for Setosa
has a different range than the others. In this case the
axes have a shared scale, but not a shared range. That
facilitates shape comparisons, but not measures of location. Another option would be for each view to share
the same axis, as is the default technique in trellis displays. Alternatively each axis might be completely independent. For figure 1, sharing axes is a useful, but
not necessary option. For other graphics, sharing axes
is necessary. In a scatterplot matrix (Chambers et al.,
1983), it is vital that each panel has the same horizontal axis as the others in its column and the same vertical
axis as the others in its row. This is the basic feature of a
scatterplot matrix; the common relative location within
each panel. Or, if we want to compare two subsets of
a populations using scatterplots. We want to be able
to compare them on a common scale and so the axes
Vol.11 No.1
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should be shared.
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In an interactive environment, a shared axis becomes
a way of linking two views or parts of views. If we
zoom in on a section of a scatterplot, we are effectively
re-defining the axes, and another view that shares the
same axis should reflect that change. The linking mechanism will allow zooming/panning in one view to be
reflected in all views linked by the same axis. This
technique has been implemented in EDV (ref) for scatterplot matrices, so that zooming and panning in one
panel affected all views in the same row or column.
Figure 5 shows a scatterplot matrix displaying data on
every major league baseball player who played 50 or
more games at a given fielding position in a year. The
data is available on the web at ”The Baseball Archive”
(http://www.baseball1.com). The position of catcher
has been highlighted for further examination because it
appears to consist of two clusters in the panel comparing the number of putouts per game, Root(PO/G), to the
number of assists per game, Root(A/G). These variables
count different ways a fielder can retire a batter. To concentrate attention on this subset of fielders, we zoom in
on this panel to produce figure 6. The zooming in this
panel affects the other two panels that share these axes,
and it is easier to see (in the lower center panel) that
the two clusters are caused by a level shift over time in
the number of assists performed by fielders. This shift
occurred around 1920, and the author would be pleased
to hear any opinions as to what might have caused it!

and has the happy side effect of allowing a bar chart or
spineplot of one of the variables used in the mosaic view
to be used as a control device, so that re-arranging the
bars in the bar chart modifies the mosaic view appropriately. This has been implemented in MANET (Unwin
et al., 1996).

Figure 6. The same view as figure 5, zoomed in the clusters in the center top panel.
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For views with shared categorical axes such as the bar
charts and mosaic views of figures 2, 3 and 4, one very
important operation is re-ordering of categories. If we
re-order the categories of one of the nested axes in a mosaic view, the others must re-order similarly for the view
to be correct. Linking the sub axes makes that happen,

Quantitative axes do not allow re-ordering. Instead the
mapping of the data into screen locations can be controlled. Instead of a linear mapping a root transform
(often used for counts), a log transform (for salaries or
other exponentially distributed quantities) or a logistic
transform (for probabilities) could be used. For the axis

Root(PO/G)

Root(PO/G)

Figure 5. Basic fielding information for baseball players regularly playing at a given position. The points
highlighted in black represent catchers.

We have mentioned zooming and panning as operations
that axes can be used to implement, and for categorical
axes, the re-arrangement of categories is a useful feature. As well as manual category re-arrangement, it can
be useful to sort an axis by some criterion. Carr et al.
(1998) suggest a variety of similar techniques for sorting the main axis of a dot plot by the quantity being displayed, and similarly a bar chart or spineplot axis might
be sorted to show the bars in increasing or decreasing
frequency order. In an environment where views are
linked using a selection mechanism (as described in a
previous column; Wills, 1998), it is useful to be able
to sort by either the frequency of selected categories (to
see the absolute distribution of selected items) or the
percentage of each category that is selected (to see relative distributions). Figure 7 gives an example of this
process in operation. Note especially the difference between the last two views. In the second from bottom
view, the focus is on the margins: What positions have
the most players with a high Putout/Assist ratio? The
bottom view answers the conditional question: Which
positions have the highest percentage of such players?
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to be of maximal value to the user, the untransformed
data values should be shown on the axes at the transformed locations which means the simpler solution of
transforming the data and then using a linear axis on
the results is not as useful. In figure 8, for example, it
is far easier for a baseball expert to think about a sudden decline in Assists from around 100 a year to around
50 a year, than it is for them to discuss a shift in the
root number of Assists from 10 to 7. Techniques for
zooming in on one part of a view while retaining the
view’s overall context are often called ”fish-eye” (Furnas, 1986), ”distortion” (Leung and Apperley, 1994) or
”rubber-sheet” (Sarker et al., 1993) methods. One simple way of achieving a broad class of such techniques is
to apply a suitable transformation on an axis. A mapping can be chosen that allocates more space on the axis
to data ranges close to a given datum than to ones far
away. In effect, a logarithmic axis is exactly a distortion technique, as it allocates more axis space to data
ranges near zero than to ranges far away.

7.6
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8000

Figure 8. Scatterplots of transformed variables, the upper view with vertical axis in untransformed units, the
lower view with axis in transformed units.
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Another operation, which is more of a GUI operation
on an axis than an axis operation per se, is that of replacing a variable in a view by a different one simply
by dragging an iconic representation of a variable onto
the axis. This is of some utility for simple views, but is
more valuable in complex views that require substantial
effort to set up correctly. For example, in a mosaic view,
parallel axis view or scatterplot matrix where a carefully
ordering of the variables displayed is necessary, allowing the user to replace a variable used for an axis allows
the user to concentrate on the change in the view without being distracted by the necessity of re-creating it in
the same fashion as before.

2B

3B

SS

Pos

Figure 7. Bar charts showing frequencies of positions
of baseball players with over 50 games at a given position in a year. Players with a high ratio of Putouts to
Assists have been selected. The sorting order is, from
top to bottom; by data labels, by overall frequency, by
frequency of selected subset, by percentage of bar selected.

There was some lively debate in our group as to whether
a visual representation of data on an axis of a view
should be considered as a view in its own right, which
was located along an axis in a base view, or whether it
should be considered simply as an option for drawing
axes. In the simplest case, Tukey (1977) suggests drawing the axis line not from lowest to highest tick mark,
but from the data minimum to the data maximum. A
slightly more complex solution is to display a modified
version of a boxplot on the axes. Useful in a static display, these would seem very valuable in an interactive
display where they would provide guides as to what part
of a view was zoomed into. Figure 9 shows data summaries drawn on axes not of a simple uni- or bi-variate
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view, but on the axes of a parallel axes view (Inselburg
and Dimsdale, 1990; Wegman 1990). In this case the
data summaries are calculated for the entire data set and
parallel axes drawn only for the highlighted subset. The
distributional information on the axes helps us to see
that the first year on record was one in which all players
in the database had a high number of errors per game.
Year

Pos

Root(PO/G)

Root(A/G)

Root(E/G)

axis coordinates? In the library we are building, we
think that this design technique is a good one, but we
won’t really know until our first failure. It is clear, however that axes are an important element of a graphic
that should be considered from the very first, not simply considered as something to add on as a last detail.

Root(DP/G)

Figure 10. MANET scatterplot with missing values in
one of the two variables projected onto the axis as a dot
plot.

Figure 9. Parallel axes view with underlying summary
views for each axis. The data is fielding data for baseball players playing regularly at a given position for a
year. The first year in the dataset, 1876, has been highlighted.
More ingeniously Unwin et al. (1996) have used the
axes of standard views to display data records that
would otherwise not appear in the view at all; records
with one or more missing values in variables beings displayed in the view. Figure 10 shows a scatterplot where
some of the records contain missing values for one or
both variables. Those records with only one missing
value are mapped onto the other axis, and a spineplot
below the main view (not shown) displays the proportions of records with missing values in one variable,
the other variable, or both variables. In this figure we
can see that there are no high values of one variable
for which the other is missing. Views like this help us
discover when there is a correlation between missing
values and other variables.

  

How far is it possible to go with the idea of designing views in terms of axes? Are the three operations
Wilkinson suggests sufficient? Some views, such as
graph layouts and tree displays, do not seem to have
axes. Graph layouts in particular can often be rotated in
two dimensions. Does it make sense to think of graph
layout views as sets of nodes and edges displayed at
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I have presented some axis operations that are useful
in many contexts. There are others which are useful in
more specialized contexts, such as in principle components analyses, projection pursuit and display of rotating three-dimensional views. Study of which operations
are useful to achieve common analysis tasks would be
valuable in helping system builders and programmers
choose which to make available to users so they can
control the graphic displays rapidly and flexibly. One
dimensional data summaries on axes can help users retain context for the view and answer simple questions
about the constituent variables such as range, missing
values and details about the data location and spread.
Yet few of these techniques appear in published materials. Is the information conveyed insufficient to justify
the space allocated to them, or is just a case of inertia
and lack of support in common graphic packages? For
static displays, the axes’ typical main use is to give the
data coordinates for graphic elements and features so
that user can relate information about the view to real
phenomena. If they see a sharp increase in sales, they
can look at the time axis and notice that it corresponds
to the holiday season. In an interactive environment,
direct querying of the graphic is simpler, more precise
and can give more detailed information. I would argue
that this does not mean that axes can be dismissed as
irrelevant, but that we should explore new ways to make
a familiar view component useful in this new setting.
Graham Wills,
Lucent
gwills@research.bell-labs.com
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Application (Weds - 10:30)
Visualization of Space, Time and Large Data Sets
(Thurs - 8:30)

N

*43)5768
The winners of the 2000 Statistical Computing student
paper awards are Heike Hofmann, Peter Karcher and
Yuedong Wang, Iain Pardoe, Stijn Vansteelandt and Els
Goetghebeur.
The winners of the 2000 Contributed Paper Award have
been selected. They are Herbert Lee, David Higdon,
Marco Ferreira, and Mike West for their paper ”Markov
Random Field Models for High-Dimensional Parameters in Simulations of Fluid Flow in Porous Media.” The
award will be given at the Computing and Graphics section business meeting and mixer.
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The Statistical Graphics program includes three invited paper sessions, one special-contributed paper session, several
co-sponsored sessions, three continuing educations workshops, the Dynamic Graphics Theater and five luncheon
round table discussions. The details are available online at http://www.amstat.org/meetings/jsm/
2000/jsm2000prog/index.cfm. The invited paper
sessions are:

N

N

Statistical Visualization for Bioinformatics (Mon 8:30)
Equal Area Discrete Global Grids, Introduction and

The structure of the first two sessions includes some background to help guide attendees toward the fascinating statistical graphics challenges in these emerging application areas.
I strongly encourage people to stay Thursday for the third
session. This session received the most votes by the program
chairs in an open competition for four additional invited sessions. In recent years there have been few contributed papers in Statistical Graphics. By formula Statistical graphics
has dropped from three guaranteed invited sessions to two.
Last year’s program chair, Deborah Swayne did an outstanding job of promoting special topic contributed sessions. The
number of contributed papers jumped dramatically. There is
only one special contributed paper session.
N Visualization of Large Data Sets: Applications and Methods (Tues- 2:00)
An encouraging note is the appearance of three continuing
education events:

N
N
N

Visual Mining of Data - Interactive Methods For Multidimensional Categorical Data (Saturday- 9 AM)
Building and Fitting Random Effects Models (Sunday
9 AM)
The Grammar of Graphics: Designing Statistical
Graphics for the Web (Wed. 8:45 AM)

Similar to last year, the Invited Technical Exhibits appears on
Sunday. The time is from 6 to 8 PM. Dianne Cook organized
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this exhibit that addresses areas including data visualization,
modeling statistical concepts, epidemiology, web-based education, and live documents. This session can be a delight
in terms new ideas and implementations. Too few saw last
year’s stereo graphics on a PC and the host of other demonstrations. This year the stereo will be back along with many
new exhibits. The location is close to the Sunday night mixer,
so take the brief time to drop by.
The Dynamic Graphics Film Theater on Wednesday from 8
AM to 6 PM is another recurring event. It is a continuing
resource, providing both history and good ideas that have not
yet been fully expressed in popular software.
David James, Program Chair Elect, recruited an outstanding set of discussion leaders for the luncheon roundtables on
Thursday at 12:30. The leaders and topics are:

O
O
O
O
O

Marian Fisher - Graphical Methods in Clinical Trials
Duncan Temple Lang - The Impact of Emerging Internet Technologies on Statistical and Graphical Environments
Peter Munson - Graphical Techniques for Dissemination of Large Scientific Data Sets in Printing Media
Graham Wills - Highly Interactive Visualization Tools
for Large Data Sets
Todd Graves - Publishing Data Analyses on the Web

I am excited about this year’s program, including several sessions not mentioned that Statistical Graphics is cosponsoring. Still, we can do a lot to expand the program for
next year. At the meeting this August please contact David
James or other members of your Statistical Graphics Committee and indicate the talks you would like to give and talks
you would like to hear. Some of the offered talks and requests
may well end up in invited sessions. The number of special
topic contributed sessions and regular contributed sessions
can grow to meet the demand.
Dan Carr
Program Chair, Statistical Graphics
PQP
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As ASA’s largest Section, Statistical Computing is strongly
represented with a session in every time slot but one. The
broad interests of our Section are additionally seen in our cosponsoring of 17 other sessions (these are indicated in the
program). We have 5 invited sessions:
I1. Activity 7: Functional Data Analysis, Sunday, 8/13,
2:00-3:50. Organized by Babette Brumback, with
Ilaria DiMatteo and Stephanie Land, Alois Kneip and
Klaus Utikal, Wensheng Guo as speakers. This is an
important emerging area, with links to longitudinal
data and other types of data consisting of complex objects, such as curves.
I2. Activity 112: Consistent Estimation of Mixture Complexity, Monday, 8/14, 8:30-10:20. Organized by
Carey Priebe, with Larry Wasserman, Jiahua Chen and
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Hanfeng Chen and John Kalbfleisch, Bruce Lindsay
and Marianthi Markatou, Ricardo Cao and Gabor Lugosi as speakers.
I3. Activity 187: Data Mining – Leveraging Diverse Disciplines, Wednesday, 8/16, 8:30-10:20. Organized
by Tamraparni Dasu, with Raghu Ramakrishnan and
Venkatesh Ganti and Johannes Gehrke, Yoav Freund,
Diane Lambert as speakers. This session, on a hot
topic, was the winner of a very intense competition,
gaining an additional invited session for the Computational Statistics Section. This session is co-sponsored
by the Sections on Statistical Graphics and Survey Research Methods.
I4. Activity 236: Statistics and Information Technology,
Wednesday, 8/16, 2:00-3:50. Organized by Alan Karr
of NISS, with Ashish Sanil, Stephen G. Eick, Matthias
Schonlau as speakers. Very broad interest is shown
by the wide co-sponsorship, including the Sections on
Statistical Consulting, Statistical Graphics, Statistics
and Marketing and Survey Research Methods.
I5. Activity 259: Statistical Analysis in Large Dimensions,
Thursday, 8/17, 8:30-10:20. Organized by Xuming
He, with Ker-Chau Li and Kerby Shedden, Jeffrey
Douglas and Jim Ramsay, Xuming He and Feifang Hu
as speakers.
The Statistical Computing section also has two Topic Contributed Sessions, that deserve highlighting:
T1. Activity 171: Student Paper Winners. These are presentations by the winners of the Statistical Computing
Section’s Student Paper Contest. Chair of the Section
will be our Awards Officer, Lionel Galway. The winners are Heike Hofmann, Peter Karcher and Yuedong
Wang, Iain Pardoe, Stijn Vansteelandt and Els Goetghebeur.
T2. Activity 98: Statistics with Mathematica, Monday,
8/14, 2:00-3:50. Organized by Colin Rose, with
Murray Smith, Colin Rose, Esa Uusipaikka and Iam
Brooks as speakers.
We are also sponsoring the Regular Contributed Sessions:
C1. Activity 34: Statistical Methods, Sunday 8/13, 4:005:50
C2. Activity 57: Time Series, Monday 8/14, 8:30-10:20
C3. Activity 77: Simulation and Markov Chains, Monday
8/14, 10:30-12:20
C4. Activity 148: Pattern Recognition and Data Mining,
Tuesday 8/15, 10:30-12:20
C5. Activity 224: Confidence Intervals and Hypothesis
Tests, Wednesday 8/16, 10:30-12:20
We are also the sponsor of the Continuing Education Activity 00-22C, One Day Course: Using Mixed-Effects Models
Effectively, Tuesday 8/15, 8:30-4:30, presented by Jose C.
Pinheiro and Douglas Bates.
Steve Marron
Program Chair Statistical Computing
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